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Dragon city gem generator no verification

My overview learned a little about my Y-DNA from the 23andMe summary. But, I read their resources and researched more. This provokes some insights and conjections. * My Y-DNA haplogroup E-V13 is spread across Europe as part of an Indo-European expansion in the Bronze Age, not as part of a neolithic expansion of farmers from Anatolia (or at other times). * E-V13 is
found at low frequencies in any different waves of Indo-European expansion reached. It was discovered in Europe Corded Ware was acquired residents where the expansion was dominated by the haplogroups group Corded Ware Y-DNA R1a-M458. It was discovered in a similar percentage in The European Bell Beaker acquired population where the expansion was dominated by
the Bell Beaker haplogroups from the Y-DNA R1b-L51. It was found at a relatively high percentage among the Greeks. It was discovered among Indo-European language speakers in the Caucuses. It was found in a similar percentage in Indo-Iran (such as the Iranians and Kurds) dominated by R1a-Z93 and R1b-Z2103. E-V13 was discovered as far as the center of Siberia, near
Altai, a region also known to have been resolved by The Indo-European Bronze, which can have resources from either Indo-Iran or Tocharians. But, it is not found among Indo-Aryan residents linguistically, although these languages are often considered in indo-Iranian sub-language with similar Y-DNA profiles - facts that can, in theory, shed light on the diversity of paternal
descendants, and perhaps the size in a broad bar of error, the founding population of Indo-Aryans men in absolute and relative terms to the rest of Indo-Iran * Both the defining mutation of the E-V13 date for ca. 3500 BCE and 2100 BCE (dates for TMRCA) and those mutations are shared by all E-V13 living members in all these places. The expansion that E-V13 is part of is likely
to occur from 2100 BCE to 1800 BCE. This means that E-V13 men must have been assimilated into every expanded Indo-European population (by far greater than other Indo-European populations do with each other), not just one of them. * E-V13 is distinguished from its E-M78 parents haplogroup, commonly in the pre-Neolithic and Neolithic Levant, no earlier than the start of the
Holocene era (8000 BCE), and maybe quite a bit later. * E-V13 distribution in Anatolia and its surroundings, interpreted based on a greater historical context, can help us evaluate and compare different recommendations on the time and character of the family origins of anatolia language and its relationship to the larger Indo-European language family. E-V13 was found at a higher
frequency in West Anatolia than in Central Anatolia. But, it was discovered among the Kurds, in the region and in Iran. * Critically, if Anatolia has some form of Y-DNA R associated with demic migration, but not E-V13, this suggests that Anatolian language can break pre-3500 BCE, can be excluded due to the founding effect in a way similar to indo-Aryans, or may (especially if Y-
DNA R is rare) signals that Anatolian language is an elite domination product with only * This analysis is complicated by the fact that we have limited information about the presence of Anatolian language (or Indo-European generally based on archaeology without proof of written language) in Anatolia before Also, after the Hittite Empire fell, Anatolia spent a long time where it was
ruled by the Greeks (and to a lesser extent, some other Indo-Europeans), especially in West Anatolia. Even modern Turkish history, such as the killing of Armenia and the deportation and murder of many Anatolian-speaking Greeks in the 20th century, complicates trying to make inferences about prehistory history and keys from the genetic characters of modern Turks. Our
knowledge of the history of the Armenians, whose language does not correspond to the category to classify the Indo-European language, which is adjacent to the historical area where the Anatolian language is spoken, is more patchy. It is also complicated by the fact that many Turks that cause the Turkish-speaking state also have an Indo-Iranian mix. The Y-DNA mix in Turkey
as a whole is as follows: R1b=15.9% R1a=6.9% E-M35=10.7% (E-M78 and E-M123 contribute to all representatives E in samples, except for one single E-M81 individual). E-V13 is a sub-haplogroup E-M78. G=10.9% J2=24% - J2 (M172) J1=9% i=5.3% K=4.5% L=4.2% N=3 %3.8% T=2.5% Q=1.9% C=1.3% R2=0.96% Of other markers from occurring in less than 1% are H, A,
E3a , O , R1*. Anatolia's first Neolithic farmer population (at least in West Anatolia but perhaps more widely) was dominated by Y-DNA G. Y-DNA R1b, R1a and E-M78 almost certainly all disturbing Anatolia in the post-Neolithic era, and linked to indo-Europe. My Y-DNA Narrative is a lover at 23 and I grew over time, partly due to new research and partly due to more efforts on the
part of the company.  Generally, the information provided by the company is accurate, although simplified.  Their article also explains something of an issue that I have thought about and did not explain for myself in literature, i.e. whether the Y-DNA E-V13 spreads from the Balkans to the rest of Europe with the first farmer (apparently, it is mostly not) or around the time of the
demographic transition that occurred around the time of the Indo-European expansion in the Eneolithic Age (i.e. the Copper Age) and early into the Middle Ages , or in the future like the Iron Age (apparently, it's mostly not).  This conclusion too surprising given that my paternal lover in the 1700s to 1847 was from central Germany (near the borders of West Germany and East
Germany and not too far north or South along that former border). This is a significant experienced area of the Bronze Age, although incomplete, the replacement of the population from the original Linear Pottery Culture obtained the first farmer of most of Anatolia's next origins replacing the European hunter gathering that preceded them in the Mesolitic era because Europe was
reputed after the Glacial Maximum, Last while admiring some Y-DNA determination of haplogroups from those mass migration and replacement episodes that followed in the area through the Bronze Age were cladding in Y-DNA R1a and Y-DNA R1b , but the Y-DNA E-V13 is apparently a small component of the mixture that comes together to travel in that wave of migration.
Here's what I'm saying now (in part, to provide a baseline and partly, out of general interest, my reviews are in italics and brackets): Haplogroup A 275,000 Years Ago Stories of all our paternal lines can be traced back more than 275,000 years to just one man: the usual bearer haplogroup A. , while the descendants of his male line passed their generation of Y chromosomes after
generations, descendants from other men died. Over time alone provokes all the other haplogroups that exist today. [Ed. Narrative ignores, for the sake of simplicity, the emergence of the Y-DNA haplogroup B of the Y-DNA haplogroup A, and the Y-DNA haplogroup DE from Y-DNA haplogroup B, which provokes the Y-DNA haplogroup DE (and also to Y-DNA haplogroup B, that
provokes the Y-DNA haplogroup DE (as well as to the Y-DNA haplogroup B, which provokes the Y-DNA haplogroup DE (as well as to the Y-DNA haplogroup B, which provokes the Y-DNA haplogroup DE (as well as to Y-DNA haplogroup B , that provokes the Y-DNA haplogroup DE (and also to the Y-DNA haplogroup B, which provokes the Y-DNA haplogroup DE (and also to Y-
DNA haplogroup B, that provokes the Y-DNA haplogroup DE (as well as to the Y-DNA haplogroup B, which provokes the Y-DNA haplogroup DE (as well as to the Y-DNA haplogroup B, which raises the Y-DNA haplogroup DE (and It also avoids the exact location issue of B to CF and DE split , and DE split into Y-DNA haplogroup D, most of which were found in the Andaman
Islands, Tibet, North Asia, at low frequencies in South Asia, and Japan, and the Y-DNA haplogroup E, mostly in Africa with possibly then migration mostly to Europe through maritime migration and the West a minority that the Y-DNA haplogroup E returned to migrate from the Middle East (or outside) to Africa. The map used to describe the article suggests, without definitively
saying so or very specific, that B to DE split happened around Ethiopia and that the DE to E split took place around South Sudan. The map also suggests that the first modern humans appear in East Africa and that the split A to B also occurs in the surrounding area.] lead to [Ed. I use the word lead to in lieu of the running line from top to bottom in the original margin.] Haplogroup
DE-M145 76,000 Years ago led to the Haplogroup E-M96 73,000 Years ago led to the E-M78 23,000 years ago. The origin and migration of haplogroup E-M78 Your paternal line stems from the general origin of the E-M78 haplogroup, the E branch dating back to about 24,000 years old. The earliest carriers of the E-M78 parade may live in a population that moved from east Africa
to northeastern Africa about 14,000 years ago, during the final days of the Ice Age. From northeast Africa, their descendants grew to the west between the Sahara and the Mediterranean coast, and to the east out of Africa to the Middle East, where E-M78 men remain familiar. Today, men who bear this haplogroup are also common in southern Europe, including in the Balkans,
Iberia, and Italy. In Greece, Bulgaria, and Albania, between 15% and 30% of men bear the E-M78 haplogroup. Their lover may be quite late arrivals to the region. While some haplogroup E branches were brought to Europe nearly 8,000 years ago, recent research suggests that a major spread of the E-M78 occurred in the last 5,000 years or so during the Bronze Age. Bronze Age
culture learns to melt tin and copper to create beautiful and complex bronze items such as harder tools and weapons. They travel along river waterways in the Balkans and spread to the middle of Europe. Today, men from Ukraine, Hungary, Romania, and Slovakia all bring the E-M78 at nearly 10% level. While the majority of European E-M78 men trace their recent seniority to
Turkey and the Middle East, some of the men who brought the E-M78 from Spain, Italy and Greece tracked their lovers directly from the North African population, possibly in the last 4,000 years. Lovers of these people must sail across the Mediterranean Sea and settle in communities along european shores. led to the Haplogroup E-V13 11,000 Years Ago your paternal
haplogroup group, E-V13, traced back to a man who lived about 11,000 years ago. [Ed. Date 11,000 years ago shortly before the holocene era appeared to be considered to begin with the Neolithic Revolution of the Fertile Crescent about 10,000 years ago.] That's nearly 440.0 generations ago! E-V13 is common among 23andMe customers. Today, you share your haplogroup
group with all the men who are paternal-line descendants of the E-V13 co-descendants, including other 23andMe subscribers. 1 in 43 23andMe subscribers share your haplogroup to-do. [Ed. Logo 23 and Me for E-V13 below, are photos of a small castle on an island on a lake in Slovenia, which is in the Balkans in Southeast Europe.] Your haplogroup referral migrates in large
numbers from the Balkans to Europe about 4,500 years ago, triggered by the start of the Balkan Bronze Age. During this migration, members of the haplogroup group especially following the rivers connecting the southern Balkans to north-central Europe. Technological leaps often lead to speed dramatically in numbers and in geographical range. The development of Bronze
technology may have given men in your speed a competitive edge over other men, causing your speed to breed and become widespread. [Ed. This shows that my patrilineal ancestors were southeast European hunter gatherers in semi-nomadic quarterfinals and bands for about 2,000 to 3,000 years. But, Trobetta (2015) which it quotes, in favor of a date that would begin E-V13
split at 8.1 kya that would have started neolithic Balkans without a period as Southeast European hunters gathered that data of 11 kya would imagine, which I tended to favor as a better narrative of the main Punishment of Trobetta (2015) stated that: Kromosom TMRCA E-1 95% CI: 5.6–10.8 ft) is consistent with the previous hypothesis on the post-Neolithic expansion of this
haplogroup group in Europe (Cruciani et al. 2004, 2007). Later, they would become farmers or Neolithic breeders somewhere in the Balkans using the Neolithic package of crop Fertile Crescent, possibly linked to cardial pottery Neolithic waves or for the early cultural permeation of food production technology from Anatolia and Levant, while living in small villages for about 3,500 to
4,500 to 4,500 years Then 4,500 years ago, they will join the Bronze Age wave of migration across Europe led by Indo-Europe with descendants hailing from the Pontic-Caspian move. This is mostly based on cruciani (2007) which, making inferences from 517 modern Y-DNA samples states in the abstract that: One by one in the E-M78 (E-V13) highlights the multi-range
expansion in the southeastern European Bronze Age, which is also detected by the J-M12 haplogroup. The physiographical pattern of molecular radiation and the estimated existence of coal for both haplogeopt groups is the same and reveals that the genetic landscape of the region is, to a great extent, as a result of the recent population growth there rather than the sheer flow of
West Asian immigrants in the beginning of Neolithics. Our results not only provide a refinement of previous evolutionary hypotheses but also a well-defined timefrome for past human movements in the north/eastern Africa and western Eurasia. Ultimately, they will end up in what is now central Germany sometime afterwards. Localization of my French-German descendants in other
parts of the 23andMe hereditary report suggests that those descendants may have started in Switzerland or nearby in what is now Southern Germany and then making their way north to the point is our family's genealogical record starting in Central Germany, perhaps sometimes in the last 800 years or so, with 30 years old. or more than the period of time sided. For example,
they may be Swiss Protestants who ed to Protestant Germany for economic opportunities or fled some scandalous in Switzerland. Poznik (2016) adds almost nothing to the analysis.] The ingredients are 23 and Me and the references they cite do not discuss the ancient Y-DNA E-V13 but there are a few examples. Long and gradual analysis of the Y-DNA E-V13 is available in
Eupedia (see below). The narrative part of the entry is better swearing and it is better to summarize suggesting a rather different history of E-V13. E-V13 And Indo-European History Of This Narrative Linguistics is eroded by ancient DNA in places, drawing from the fact that the E-V13 has presented a small subcomponent at least, the Y-DNA gene group from the Stringed Appliance,
Bell Beaker and the Indo-Iran branch for Indo-Europe expansion, although it appears not the Indo-Aryan branch, the division of Indo-European expansion that each has theRefore, the assimilation of the E-V13 into The Indo-Europe must take place in or near the shared homeland of these three Indo-European cultures immediately before their respective expansion and about
contemporary , inside or near the Pontic Caspian transfer field. Indeed, the E-V13 is good evidence of a shared pre-expansion homeland.  The depth of that time was well knocked down by the depth of the genetic time of the E-V13 diversity, since all modern members of the E-V13. . descend from the later common descendants that brought the CTS5856 mutation. The lover will
live about 4,100 years ago, during the Bronze Age. Almost immediately afterwards, CTS5856 split into six subclades, then branched out into more subclades in the space of several generations. So, you're looking at an expansion phase of Indo-Europe that includes the E-V13 going on for several centuries starting ca. 2100 BCE and mostly have run its course with bCE ca. 1800
BCE. Eupedia states with respect to E-V13 that: Origin &amp; The history of The European Assimilation of Neolithic E-V13 by Indo-Europe Over the years the majority of academics have assumed that the E-V13 and other E1b1b descendants came to the Balkans from the southern levy through Neolithic current Anatolith, and that the high frequency of E-V13 was caused by the
founder's impact among the colonialists. The theory has that the E1b1b people are associated with the development of neolithic lifestyles and the arrival of agriculture in the Fertile Crescent and its earliest dispersal to Southeast Europe (Neolithic Thessalians) and the European Mediterranean (Cardium Pottery culture). Ancient DNA testing from the culture of Natufian (Levant
Mesolitic) and the Pre-Pottery Neolithic Levant confirmed the high incident of the E1b1b haplogroup in the region. However, out of the 69 Y-DNA samples tested from Neolithic Europe, only two belong to the haplogroup: one E-M78 from Sopot culture in Hungary (5000-4800 BCE), another E-M78 (c. 5000 BCE), perhaps E-V13, from the northeast of Spain, and spain caves near
Split in Croatia from 5500 BCE (Fernandes et al., 2016). Whether this E-M78 sample comes with Neolithic farmers from the Near East or already present among European Mesolitics is unclear at this time. But in any case the E-V13 is definitely not the main speed of Neolithic Europe it has ever been prosecuted. Nowadays the E-V13 is the only group of mediterranean haplogroups
that are consistently discovered across Europe, even in Norway, Sweden, Finland and the Baltic countries, which are easily understood by the absence of other Neolithic haplogroups such as G2a (indo-European bars G2a-Z1815), J1 and T (except in Estonia). However, since the G2a is the only descendants found consistently at all Neolithic sites tested so far in Europe, the
absence of neolithic G2a descendants from Scandinavia and the Baltic implies that no Neolithic descendants survive there, and as a result the E-V13 dates not dates from Neolithics in the region. In fact, it has been calculated that the E-V13 emerged from the E-M78 about 7,800 years ago, when Neolithic farmers advanced the balkans and basins of the Danubia. Furthermore, all
modern E-V13 members descended from a typical pyangsa who lived about 5,500 years ago, and all of them also descended from the later co-descendants that brought the CTS5856 mutation. The lover will live about 4,100 years ago, during the Bronze Age. Almost immediately afterwards, CTS5856 split into six subclades, then branched out into more subclades in the space of
several generations. In just a few centuries, that very small E-V13 speed has begun an expansion process that will transform it into one of Europe's most widespread paternal speeds and reach far beyond Europe's borders itself, also spreading to the eastern edge of the Mediterranean, the Caucasus, Kurdistan, Iran, and even Siberia. This data shows that the fate of the E-V13 is
associated with the elite domination of the Bronze Age community. Geographical distribution of the six main outlets suggests that the E-V13 is quickly spreading to all parts of Europe, but is very common in Central Europe. The only Bronze Age migration that can take into account the rapid and distant disagreements is that of Proto-Indo-Europe. Currently the most consistent
explanation is that the E-V13 was developed from the E-M78 in Central or Eastern Europe during the Neolithic period, and was assimilated by the R1a and R1b Proto-Indo-Europe around the time that they left Pontic Steppe to encroach across Europe. What is surprising with the E-V13 is that it is as usual at R1a-dominant as in R1b-dominant countries. The R1a Indo-Europe tribe
is linked to the Corded Ware culture, which across Northeast Europe, Scandinavia and half northern Central Europe. The R1b tribes attacked the Balkans, the southern half of Central Europe, and merged with Corded Ware in what is now Germany, Czech Czech and western Poland. If the E-V13 is found among the two groups, it should be either assimilated in the Pontic Steppe
or very close to it (say, in the culture of Cucuteni-Trypillian, around western Ukraine, Moldova and Romania), or at a crossroads between the two groups in central Europe (for example around the Czech Republic).  The distribution and age of the E-V13 sprinkles in central and western Europe is consistent with contributors by Hallstatt and La Tène Celts, Italian tribes (including the
redistribution of Rome) and then the influx of German tribes, especially the Goths, who may have assimilated the descendants of the supplementary Proto-Slavic E-V13 in East Germany, Poland and Ukraine before entering the Roman Empire. (=&gt; also discussions Amorim et al. (2018) tested ancient DNA from the 6th century Italy and Hungary and identified one E-V13 in
Collegno (Turin) that was entirely Italian (not Lombard immigrants like many other tested samples). The eastern progress of Corded Ware's culture eventually provoked Sintashta's culture in the Ural region, which is a culture of indo-Iranian constraints on the Indo-Iranian branch of Indo-Europe. The presence of the E-V13 in this culture will explain why modern Iranians and Kurds
own E-V13, in addition to the R1a-Z93 and R1b-Z2103. E-V13 were discovered as far away as the central Cyberspace, near Altai, a region also known to have been resolved by Bronze Age Indo-Europe. Due to the lack of full genomic sequences available from the Balkans, it is not yet clear when the E-V13 develops in the region. Indo-European migration will certainly bring some
E-V13s in the beginning, from the Circa 2500 BCE. But the region's history is so complex that there may be many separate branches of the E-V13 that each comes with different aggressions (e.g. Iranian tribes, La Tène Celts, Rome, Goths, Slavs). The first Indo-European migration to Greece is that of Mycenaeans from c. 1650 BCE. Dorian from Central Europe followed from c.
1200 BCE. Both can carry different E-V13 subclades, and the effects of the founder or phenomenon of elite domination among the ruling invaders may have led to the rapid growth of E-V13 descendants in the late Bronze Age and the Iron Age of Greece. There are at least three different E-V13 sources in Italy. The first will be the Italian Bronze Age tribes of Central Europe, who in
all logic will have at least some E-V13 descendants before they attack the Italian peninsula. Proto-Italics will be the R1b-U152 tribe, but also bring in minorities E-V13, G2a-L140 (L13, L1264 and subcondes Z1816) and J2a1-L70 (PF5456 and Z2177 subclades). The second will be the ancient Greeks, who colonized southern Italy from the 9th century BCE until Rome in the 3rd
century BCE. The third is goths. As a German tribe, they may have carried a small percentage of the E-V13. But that percentage must have increased after spending several centuries in Central and Southeast Europe and assasimilating proto-Slavs and Balkans before invading Italy. The Goths settled throughout the Italian peninsula. They will usually carry German speed such as
I1 and R1b-U106, but also proto-Slavic R1a-CTS1211, which is now found uniformly in 1 to 2% of the population. Since R1a-CTS1211 is not originally German, it is likely that goths also carry a small but significant percentage of assimilation speed from the Balkans, including E-V13 and J2b1 (I2a1b-CTS10228 will come later from the East Slavic ation of Ukraine during the Early
Middle Ages, therefore its absence from Italy, in addition to some coastal areas facing the Indo-European Aria Development subclave V13 will not only explain why E-V13 is present in places such as Finland , northwestern Russia or Siberia, where Neolithic peasants have a negligible effect, but also why E-V13 is so easily deficient from the Basque country and (central) Sardinia,
both European regions with the highest Neolithic lovers. Sardinia is also the only part of Europe where Gangsa Age lover Steppe is barely present. The low percentage of E-V13 is sardinian beaches would be better explained by newer placements on the island by the Romans, or even goths, who also settled in Sardinia. The small presence of E-V13 in the nearby East can be
better explained by the very long Greek presence in the eastern Mediterranean from the time of Alexander the Great until the end of Byzantine rule in the region during the Middle Ages. It is undeniable that more than 1,500 years of Hellenization and Byzantine rule in Anatolia and the Levant left no genetic effects. In Anatolia, E-V13 is found mostly in the western part of the
country, the region that once belonged to ancient Greece. The absence of E-V13 from Central Anatolia does not extend to the peresap associated with Neolithic agriculture. There is clearly radiation from Greece (where E-V13 makes up about 30% of paternal speed) to the Eastern Mediterranean (where frequency falls to below 5%). E-V13 and Anatolian. The dissolving of the E-
V13 also has the potential to give little thought to the Anatolian language controversy, although it does not resolve it. This is because according to Eupedia as quoted at the greater length above: In Anatolia, E-V13 was found mostly in the western part of the country, a region that once belonged to ancient Greece. The absence of E-V13 from Central Anatolia does not extend to the
peresap associated with Neolithic agriculture.  Although this is not in accordance with Neolithic agriculture (for this and for reasons), it can be attributed to the Speaker of the Anatolian Indo-European language, in addition to the following Greek languages. Also, the claimed distribution of E-V13 also seems somewhat contradictory to itself because the newspaper also states that
the Y-DNA E-V13 was found in the Caucasus, Kurdistan, Iran, with Kurdistan including many South Anatolia and the North Mesopotamian basin, which was previously part of the Hittite Empire or adjacent to it the Kurdish population was discovered, in particular, in the Geographically appropriate part of Anatolia that is relatively close to the various Luwian languages of history in
the Anatolian language family , and with an important subsection of the Hittite empire, both are shown below (although there are some questions about whether modern Kurds may have been immigrants to places where they now live from others in the West Asian highlands). So, although there may be an E-V13 deficit in Central Anatolia, if the Kurds have an E-V13 (which may be
under sample for political reasons), the case for describing the E-V13 in Anatolia is almost entirely to the Greeks very undermined. Kurdish inhaition of the area in 1992 (from here). The Indo-European language Anatolia branch includes Hittite language, a group of Indo-Europeans who set up a Bronze Age empire that dominates all of Anatolia and parts adjacent to modern Syria,
Lebanon and Iraq, part of the Caucus, and a fraction of the modern Northeast part of Iran. The Hittite Empire is at its biggest level under Suppiluliuma I (c. 1350-1322 BC) and Mursili II (c. 1321-1295 BC) The only other Anatolian language proved before the waning days of the Hittite Empire shortly before or after the Bronze Age collapsed (when the Hittite Empire fell) was Luwian,
which was spoken in mostly in Southeast Anatolia, and Paliac spoke at North Central Anatolia. The area where the 2nd Millennium BC Luwian language was spoken. After the Hittite Empire fell, many Anatolian languages were tested, all in West Anatolia. This may have a relationship with Hittite language similar to Romantic to Latin, and Indo-Aryan to Sanskrit. But, they can also
separate The Anatolian language from an earlier period of time. The Anatolian languages proved in the middle of the first millennial BC. On the other hand, if the E-V13 is completely discovered where there are Greek jobs, but not found at a meaningful percentage in places where this historically spoken Anatolian language can mean some things. At the very least, three scenarios
can explain this: * E-V13 is low enough in frequency that the same type of Founding effect that keeps it from the Founder population of Indo-Aryan, although it is in the founding population of Indo-Iran, can also have, at random, keep it Ceiling Anatolia Population. * The anatolian languages indeed, as many linguists consider (but I have argued against the reason mostly non-
linguistic), arguing that it is more different than other Indo-European languages linguistically, branches that erupt from the Indo-European language ahead of european, Western Asian and South Asian Indo-European languages. Especially if the Anatolian language erupts before ca. 3500 BCE, the resource population for the E-V13 may not yet arrive around Pontic Caspian's move
to assimilate into the Indo-European community.  There is some archaeological evidence to suggest that people are culturally Egyptians and from the Levant, where parents dressed in haplogroup E-V13 (i.e. E-M78) are commonly made by boat to the Black Sea where they will encounter population descendants to the Indo-Europe (or Proto-Indo-European) These people can
vanish by associating proto-Indo-Europe and can be the source of indo-European E-V13. * The Indo-European people who are the source of The Anatolian languages may not be so much and may have brought the transition of language mostly through elite dominance (which may be limited to those elite members at an early stage) in a way similar to the way Magyars brought the
language transition to Hungary. The Hattic Culture that preceded the Hittite Empire is quite urban and developed compared to many other areas embraced by the Indo-Europeans who were in a state of agricultural collapse and the decay of civilization when the Indo-Europeans migrated into this power vacuum. On the other hand, contemporary Akkadian and Hittite records
stipulate that the expansion of the Hittite Empire was achieved largely by forcibly seizing the existing towns and communities of Hattic culture, intact, and assimilating their citizens. It is also reasonable, although it is unclear, that it may have long stood the difference like a caste between the captured locals and Hittites who had deeper foreign origins. The scenario will also be
consistent with scenarios in which the Hittite Indo-Europe elite may have migrated massively from other parts of their former empire to the anatolian states of Western Ano-Hittite where Anatolia is mostly spoken after the fall of the Hittite empire. This scenario is more reasonable if Anatolian language has always been a political and cultural elite language that can migrate more
easily, than if the transition of language from Hattic to Anatolian language is widespread even among unfounded farmers and urban populations, regardless of their descent. There are examples of language transition history following the conquest of territory limited to and language shifts that penetrate deeper into the general population. The map below helps to paralyze the other
Y-DNA E-M35 haplogroups of E-V13 geographically.  E-M81 had the conquest of the Berber/Islamic empire from Spain and the colonial conversion from Algeria to the French profile. The E-M123 profile is more difficult to characterize precisely. And another map for the context of the E-V13 development period. Development.
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